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This perspective article provides an overview of the interaction between food

security and conservation as two of the most important challenges of our time.

To provide a better understanding of the topic, a conceptual framework for the

possible pathways of positive and negative impacts of protected areas (PAs) on

four dimensions of food security is proposed. Considering the importance of

hunting and shifting agriculture in food security and the challenges caused by

them in conservation, the cases of hunting and shifting agriculture were

explored. Finally, the rights-based approaches in conservation and food

security, as a new approach with the potential to protect people and the

planet as a synergistic approach is discussed.

KEYWORDS

conservation, food security, protected areas, right based approaches, sustainable
development goals
Introduction

Contextualizing the global challenges of food security
and conservation

Nature and food production are inherently interconnected. Food security relies on

ecosystem services, and in return, at the same time, it is one of the biggest reasons for the

loss of ecosystem services (Wittman et al., 2017). Agriculture as the dominant form of

land management in the world, relies heavily on ecosystem services such as regulation of
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the nutrient and hydrologic cycles, pollination, biological pest

control, and soil fertility (Power, 2010). In addition to

agriculture, for more than 1 billion people in tropical

countries, nature is the primary source of providing their basic

needs including food, energy, and clean water (Fedele

et al., 2021).

The current global food system is the main contributor to

climate change, land-use change, and biodiversity loss. It is also

the main consumer of freshwater and the source of pollution in

aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Keeping the status quo in the

food system until 2050 will increase all of these environmental

impacts by 50–92% (Springmann et al., 2018).

Within the research field of environmental impacts of food

production and agriculture, the relationship between forest and

agriculture is specifically complex and concerning. Forests are

home to terrestrial biodiversity and provide habitat for 80% of

amphibians, 75% of birds, and 68% of mammal species (FAO

and UNEP, 2020). Agricultural expansion is the main cause of

forest loss and in many developing countries converting a forest

to a farm is the cheapest option for farmers to have access to the

fertilize soil and increase their production in short term (Benhin,

2006). Studies show that 80 percent of agricultural land in the

tropics was the result of the conversion of forests to farms. In

Africa for example, 60% of farms came from intact forests, 35%

from disturbed forests, and 5% from shrublands (Gibbs et al.,

2010). A recent study at the global scale indicated that cropland

was rapidly expanding in the first two decades of the twenty-first

century, especially in Africa. Almost half of this new cropland

was the result of converting natural vegetation land covers and

forests (Potapov et al., 2021).

While the current food system is crossing the environmental

limits in a serious way, it has failed to feed the population

adequately. According to the state of food security and nutrition

in the world, FAO estimated that around 12% of the global

population, which is ~928 million people were hungry in 2020

(FAO et al., 2021). However, it is important to note that more

agricultural production, does not necessarily lead to better food

security. In many situations, issues such as food distribution or

the lack of economic access due to poverty are the main reasons

for food insecurity (Wittman et al., 2017). Food availability will

not guarantee food access (physical and economic access) and

enough calories does not mean enough nutrition (Pinstrup-

Andersen, 2009). Studies show the overlap between areas rich in

biodiversity that are suffering from poverty and food insecurity

(Fisher and Christopher, 2007). Hence, not only nature and food

security are tied together, but also conservation and food

security have a lot of overlaps. PAs in many tropical regions

are located where poor people are living and their livelihood is

relied on the nature (Naughton-Treves and Holland, 2019).

This perspective paper aims to provide a better

understanding of the relationship between food security and

conservation through different lenses, including protected areas
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(PAs), wildlife hunting, and the Right-Based Approaches

(RBAs). Such an understanding is crucial in finding potential

pathways to converge the two important sustainable

development goals: food security and conservation. This paper

provides inputs into the designs of synergistic policies that

protect people and planet.
Conservation, protected areas, and
food security

Conservation in a way that is defined nowadays, is rooted in

the western perspective of nature that looks at humans as a

separate component from nature and neglects the interwoven

link between humans and their surrounding environment

(Sunderland and Vasquez, 2020). Conservation in the

nineteenth century established PAs as the main mechanism

for biodiversity conservation, without considering the impacts

of conservation on communities living inside and around the

PAs that their livelihoods relied on nature (McShane, 1990).

However, after the Rio Summit in 1992, the notion of potential

negative impacts of conservation has been recognized, while

studies have been conducted mostly on the economic impacts of

PAs on humans (McKinnon et al., 2016).

PAs have positive and negative impacts on different aspects

of human well-being including food security (Pullin et al., 2013).

Studies show that PAs can lead to restriction over consumption

of wild food (Golden et al., 2011) and make limitations over

people’s traditional livelihood options such as hunting

(Cobbinah et al., 2015). PAs can exacerbate human wildlife

conflicts, increase farm raids by wildlife (Cobbinah et al., 2015;

Givá and Raitio, 2017) and increase the transmission of disease

to domestic livestock (Matseketsa et al., 2019; Guerrini et al.,

2019). Finally, PAs contribute to the displacement of people

(Agrawal and Redford, 2009) that can lead to the spatial

disconnection between communities inside and around PAs

and the resources they used to use to meet their basic needs

such as food. On the other hand, PAs can improve the food

security through providing wild food for consumption or

market, providing fuel and fostering ecosystem services for

farmers (FAO, 2014), providing safety net in time of crisis

(Naughton-Treves and Holland, 2019) and providing the

alternative livelihood options such as tourism (Pullin

et al., 2013).

The positive and negative pathways that PAs can impact

food security is illustrated in a conceptual framework (Figure 1).

According to this framework, each positive or negative

characteristic of PAs can impact four different dimensions of

food security. For instance, restriction over the consumption of

wild foods (e.g., fruits, vegetables, wild meat, mushrooms, etc.)

will decrease food availability, accessibility, utilization, and
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stability. Moreover, due to the restrictions imposed by PAs,

people inside and around the PAs cannot continue their

traditional livelihoods such as hunting or extracting other

natural resources and this will negatively impact all four

dimensions of their food security.
The case for wildlife hunting in food
security and conservation

Hunting, fishing and gathering are the oldest way that

human feed themselves and are permitted activities in some

categories of PAs (FAO, 2014). It is estimated that about 150

million households that are mostly the poorest households in

developing countries are hunting to meet their dietary needs and

to generate income (Nielsen et al., 2018). While wild meat is the

most accessible source of micronutrients, protein, and income

for millions of households in the tropic and subtropical regions,

overhunting coupled with other threats such as deforestation

and habitat loss can lead to the extinction of species (Nasi et al.,

2021). For instance, agricultural expansion in Indonesia

increased the human-wildlife conflict such as crop riding and

consequently increased wild pig hunting in the region (Semiadi

and Meijaard, 2006; Luskin et al., 2014). Hunting animals for

people with very limited access to the market and alternative

sources of protein such as livestock is the most affordable and

accessible source of providing micronutrients and protein and

should not be banned (Nasi et al., 2021). Studies in rural

northeastern Madagascar showed a significant positive

association between wild meat consumption and hemoglobin
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concentrations in children. Moreover, Golden et al. (2011)

estimated that removing the access to wild meat would

increase the number of anemic children especially among the

children of the poorest households (Golden et al., 2011).

However, studies show that subsistence hunting in a

subsistence economy can lead to market-based hunting for the

consumption of city dwellers. This is especially a concerning fact

in Africa, with a very fast urban population growth (Nasi et al.,

2021). Hence policymakers should consider the appropriate

policies to govern the hunting for subsistence use and reduce

the risk of hunting for the city markets.

Wildlife hunting can be considered as an example of

common-pool resources, which are finite resources that one

person’s consumption will decrease the share of others. Wildlife

studies can utilize and benefit from the common scholars to find

a governance system to meet the needs of conservation and food

security (Smith et al., 2019). However, despite the promising

opportunity to apply the concept and theory from common

scholarship in wildlife hunting, due to some limitations such as

the criminalization of hunting, and eradication of customary

right system and local institutions, there is a very limited

example of this application (Smith et al., 2019).

Although hunting has positive contributions to food

security, there are important challenges associated with that.

Increasing the flow of wild meat from rural area to urban area

(Nasi et al., 2021) can reduce the availability of these sources of

protein for local consumers in rural areas, especially where

alternative sources of protein are not available locally. Another

important health concern associated with hunting is the

emergence and spread of Zoonotic disease. It is estimated that
FIGURE 1

The conceptual framework for the possible pathways of positive and negative impacts of PAs on four dimensions of food security.
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around 75% of emerging infectious diseases are zoonotic (Wolfe

et al., 2005). HIV-1 and -2, influenza virus, Ebola virus,

hantaviruses, Nipah virus, severe acute respiratory syndrome

[SARS]-associated coronavirus, are some examples of Zoonotic

disease (Wolfe et al., 2005). Human interactions with wildlife in

different stages of hunting and wild meat consumption including

handling, storage, etc. will increase the risk of transition and

spreading of Zoonotic disease which require urgent attention to

be managed controlled (Wolfe et al., 2005).
The case for shifting agriculture
and conservation

Shifting agriculture, which is defined as converting small to

medium size forest land into cropland and then abandoning the

land after several years, is one of the drivers of global

deforestation and the dominant driver in Sub-Saharan Africa

(Curtis et al., 2018). Forest fragmentation through different

activities such as agricultural expansion, can decrease the

biodiversity up to 75% and initiate a long-term change in

ecosystems (Haddad et al., 2015). With population growth, the

demand for food will increase and this will be an alarming threat

for the land competition over different land uses such as

conservation and agricultural expansion (Smith et al., 2010).

This competition over the land and pressure on forests is uneven

in the world as the projected population growth rates vary.

Studies show that the largest growth is expected to happen in

Sub-Saharan Africa as one of the poorest regions. It is estimated

that by 2100, Sub-Saharan will experience 300% growth in its

population (Bongaarts, 2016). Considering shifting agriculture

as the dominant driver of deforestation in this region and its

fast-growing population and consequently need for more food,

the competition over land in Sub-Saharan will accelerate. To

protect the forests, some forests are managed as PAs. However,

studies show that shifting agriculture is happening inside the

PAs. It is estimated that cropland represents about 18% of all

human activities inside the PAs (Vijay and Armsworth, 2021). In

Africa and South America, croplands mostly emerged in the

recently established PAs. In regions with low food security,

effective and realistic PAs management should integrate

conservation goals with the programs to address hunger and

malnutrition (Vijay and Armsworth, 2021).Regarding the

impacts of human activities in PAs such as hunting and

shifting agriculture, it is worth mentioning that studies show

industrial scale natural resource extractions are the biggest

concerns with more negative impacts compared to small scale,

subsistence activities (Naughton-Treves and Holland, 2019).

Moreover, since many poor people rely on ecosystem services

for their basic needs, the environmental degradation will

exacerbate their situation and lead to more unsustainable

natural resources extraction as their last resort (Fisher and

Christopher, 2007; Jouzi et al., 2020).
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The emerging rights-based
approaches to conservation and
food security

The Rights-Based Approaches (RBAs) in conservation and

food security, is a relatively new perspective to facilitate the

collaboration between conservation and food security. National

and internationally recognized rights can be categorized into two

main categories of substantive and procedural rights. Right to

life, food, water, and health are some examples of substantive

rights, and the right to access to information and decision-

making are some examples of procedural rights (Greiber, 2009).

RBAs in conservation started from the third IUCN World

Conservation Congress in 2004 with recognition of the

importance of human rights in the conservation of nature

(Greiber, 2009). RBAs in conservation acknowledges the

impacts of conservation on human rights and promotes

conservation with justice that secure the rights of all affected

populations by conservation projects and activities (Greiber,

2009). Integrating the right to conservation means adding a

human dimension to the discipline that traditionally excluded

humans (Campese et al., 2009). In a traditional/dominant view

to conservation that excludes humans from nature, restrictions

imposed by the PAs deprived people from the food and their

basic needs provided by nature. This situation is very similar to

the famous statement by Amartya Sen in his seminal book of

Poverty and Famines, “The law stands between food availability

and food entitlement” (Devereux, 2001). While this approach is

relatively new in conservation, several research initiatives have

been established to address this issue due to its importance. For

example, the research and policy initiatives led by the Bushmeat

Research Initiative (the BRI-CIFOR team), is actively working

on this subject since 2021 (Nasi et al., 2021).

Concerning the RBAs in food security, there are several

international laws related to food as a human right. One of the

first and most important ones is the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, article 25, which stated “Everyone has the right to

a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of

himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and

medical care…” (United Nations General Assembly, 1948).

Operationalizing international laws concerning food and

nutrition security to the national laws with clear accountability

mechanisms for the state duty-bearers has critical importance.

Integrating the right to food into the national constitutions and

national legislations, provide the opportunities to promote food

security and a legal framework to keep the duty-bearers

accountable to the people (Ayala and Meier, 2017). To

promote this relatively new approach in the food security

sector, a recent initiative entitled “People-centered Food

Systems: Fostering Human Rights-based Approaches” has been

initiated since 2021. This project is aimed to build capacity and

facilitate the implication of the UN Declaration on the Rights of
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Peasants and Other People Working in Rural Areas. The core of

this UN declaration is the right to land, seed, biodiversity, and

food sovereignty which is the people’s right to choose their food

production system and the right to healthy food (John Hopkins

news website).

Adopting a human rights-based approach can open up a

series of national and international legal mechanisms to protect

and uphold human rights to food, nutrition, and a healthy

environment. Moreover, the legal framework can transfer the

discussion from the aspiration without commitment and

accountability mechanism to the legal obligation with

commitment (Ayala and Meier, 2017).
Conclusion

Finding a balance between securing food security for poor

and vulnerable communities and conservation goals in areas that

those communities are living is a challenge that requires urgent

attention. Concerning the diversity of environmental and socio-

economic situations in the world, there is no one-size-fits-all

approach to this issue. There are some opportunities including

RBAs to both conservation and food security with the promising

potential to bridge the gaps and converge the goals. The entire

food system has been designed to maximize production and

profit. However, now this system is expected to meet the needs of

human and environmental health (National Academies of

Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. 2020). Hence, the sole

emphasis on increasing food production cannot be the priority

anymore. The scientific community has recognized the need to

find solutions to a sustainable food system that meets the needs

of growing populations with the minimum cost to

the environment.

Conservation and food security historically and currently

work as two separate disciplines with a different agenda, set of

goals, definitions, and priorities. However, as discussed earlier

both disciplines are interconnected. Considering the impacts of

PAs on food security (Figure 1), more studies to include the PAs

as a part of solution in food security specially for marginalized

communities living around on inside the PAs seemed a

promising approach with potential to address the goals of food

security and conservation. Moreover, exploring the

opportunities and challenges of hunting in food security and

conservation, will help foster collaborations between these two

disciplines. Finally, RBAs can be considered as boundary objects
Frontiers in Conservation Science 05
or a bridging concept to provide the shared understanding and

opportunity for collaboration in food security and conservation.
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